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Ab initio study of van der Waalsand

hydrogen-bonded molecular crystalswith a

periodic local-MP2 method.
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Abstract

We have studied ab-initio the cohesive energy of a set of five molecular crys-

tals with CRYSCOR, a new program implementing a periodic local second-order

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (LMP2) method. The set of studied crystals

includes hydrogen-bonded (Ice XI, NH3, Formic acid) and van der Waals (CO2,

C2H2) crystals. Polarization-augmented triple-zeta quality basis set has been used

throughout. Themethod allowsusto obtain cohesiveenergiesin agood agreement

with the experimental values. Results are also compared to those obtained with

a recently proposed B3LYP augmented with an empirical dispersion term (D*)

specifically tuned for bulk molecular crystals, and with those obtained through a

Spin Component Scaling of the LMP2 results. We finally analyze the correla-

tion contribution to the cohesive energy by separating the intramolecular and in-

termolecular contribution, according to the distance between correlated electrons,

allowing for an interesting insight on the role of weak interactions in the studied

systems. In this respect, crystalline Formic acid is analyzed in more detail. The
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investigation of the long range contribution to the cohesive energy also allows us

to draw a correspondence between the ab-initio LMP2 and empirical approaches

used to describe dispersion interactions.

1 Introduction

Molecular crystalscertainly represent a tough challengefor thestandard toolsof mod-

ern solid state quantum chemistry. The main difficulties in trying to obtain a correct

description of weakly-boundsystemsaredueto theessential rolethat dispersiveforces

play, when covalent and ionic binding is absent, since the long-rangeforcescannot be

correctly described neither by standard Density Functional Theory (DFT) nor Hartree-

Fock (HF) approaches. The possibility of ab-initio quantum chemical modeling of

such systems is of key importance for an accurate theoretical estimation of the cohe-

sive energies, equilibrium geometries, etc., as well as prediction of relative stabilities

of different phases.

Thetechnological interest of molecular crystalscoversa wide rangeof areas, from

engineering to pharmaceutical chemistry to astrochemistry1 and is generally beyond

thisdiscussion. On theother hand, afundamental understandingof their peculiar phys-

ical and chemical properties is of not less scientific interest. Great efforts in the sci-

entific community to tackle this problem are witnessed by the increasing number of

workson this topic in recent literature. Different approacheshavebeen proposed:

(i) The reparametrization and recalibration of existing DFT functionals;2 this also

includes range-separated hybrids that combine the best features of DFT and

HF,3,4 and inclusion of non local functionals for van der Waals interactions.5

(ii) Theintroductionof an empirical correction to takeintoaccount dispersiveforces.

A proposal by Grimme6 to augment DFT methods with an empirical −C6/R6

term, has been recently adapted by one of us for the description of molecular

crystals.7

(iii) The use of fully ab initio correlation approaches, adapted for periodic crystals,
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but based on finite models.8–14 These methods, mostly based on Stoll’s incre-

mental scheme15,16 or on similar ideas,17 aregenerally quitepowerful, but often

not easily transferablefrom onesystem to another.

(iv) Fully periodic ab initio correlation methods, using plane wave18 or Gaussian-

typebasis.19,20

This paper mainly deals with the items (ii) and (iv), with particular focus on the last

one.

We haveused a pre-releaseversion of the new CRYSCOR09 program,20–24 devel-

oped by some of us and collaborators, to study of a set of different molecular crys-

tals. Theprogram presently implementsaperiodic variant of thesecond-order Møller-

Plesset perturbationtheory (MP2), that isthefirst step in thehierarchy of wavefunction-

based post-Hartree-Fock methods, and is based on the “ local” approach first proposed

by Pulay25 and further developed by Werner, Schütz and others.26 This approach,

which exploits the locality of the correlation effects, has led to linear scaling of the

computational cost with thesize of thesystem.

CRYSCOR employs the periodic Hartree-Fock solution in the basis of Gaussian-type

orbitals(GTO) providedby theCRYSTAL code.27 Thepossibility to expressthissolu-

tion viasymmetry adaptedWannier functions,28,29 providesasuitablestarting point for

thelocal correlation treatment. It also employsan approximateintegral evaluation tech-

niques, like density fitting (DF),30 which makes correlation calculations feasible for

systems presently up to 50 atoms in the unit cell and relatively large basis sets.24,31,32

CRYSCOR iscapableto handlealmost all systemsthat can bestudied with CRYSTAL,

including periodicity in 3D, 2D, 1D and 0D. The LMP2 code is though limited to the

study of closed-shell nonconductingcrystals, dueto theneed of a localization step, and

the limitationsof theMP2 perturbativemethod itself.

Theaim of thispaper is on the onehand to benchmark the periodic LMP2 method

onaset of molecular crystals, havingdifferent sizeandcrystal packing, whicharefeasi-

blequitestraightforwardly and with theneed of moderatecomputational resources. On

the other hand, we want to show the many possibilities opened by the local approach,
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which allowsto easily obtain adeeper understanding of the intermolecular interactions

in thesesystems. Resultsarereported for thecohesiveenergy of aset of fivemolecular

crystals including hydrogen bonded (i.e. H2O, NH3, HCOOH) and dispersion bonded

(i.e. CO2, Acetylene) crystals. Formic acid is particularly interesting system, due to

itspeculiar crystallinestructure(seesection 3), and hasbeen used by several groupsto

benchmark electronic structure methods.10,33 A systematic comparison with available

experimental data is carried out to assess the accuracy of the computed cohesive en-

ergies. Since Gaussian-type basis sets were used in the present work, an attention has

been paid to the role of the basis set superposition error (BSSE). To complete the dis-

cussion, we haveanalyzed theeffect of the recently introduced semi-empirical scaling

of theMP2 components(Spin Component Scaling, SCS34), which haverecently raised

a considerableattention.35,36

Post-HF correlation methodsareoften used asabenchmark for the tuning of faster

but less reliable or less general techniques. In this respect we also compare the LMP2

resultswith DFT resultsaugmented with an empirical − f (R)C6/R6 correction to DFT

methodsrecently proposed37,38 for molecular systems.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2.1 a brief overview of the studied

systemsisreported, whilein section2.2 thedetailsand parametersof thedifferent com-

putational methodsareoutlined. Section 3 isdevoted to thepresentationand discussion

of the results, first (section 3.1) comparing cohesive energies obtained with different

approaches(LMP2, SCS-LMP2, B3LYP-D∗), and then analyzing in finer detail the in-

formation provided by the LMP2 approach (section 3.2), in particular its long-range

contribution (section 3.3).

2 Models and Method

2.1 Systems studied

Asbriefly outlined in theintroduction, theset of systemswehavechosencontainscrys-

talsmoreor lessdominated by hydrogen bonding (H2O, NH3, Formic acid), or disper-

sive interactions (CO2, C2H2). Formic acid can actually be considered as a “mixed”
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system: according to thecrystallographicdirection chosen, chainsof hydrogen-bonded

moleculescan befound, whiletheinter-chainor inter-planebinding isdueto dispersive

interactions(see figure3). Some information about thesystems is reported in table1.

All the geometriesconsidered in this work are obtained at the experimental lattice

parameter, with internal coordinates fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level.

Details on the optimizationscan be found in Ref. 7 . Such a strategy for the choice of

the equilibrium geometry hasbeen adopted since our LMP2 codedoesnot yet contain

an automatic geometry optimizer.

2.2 The LMP2 Method

For a detailed description of theory, algorithms, computational scheme, and capabili-

ties of CRYSCOR we refer to our previous papers.20,22–24,31,39 Here we just recall its

main features. As mentioned in the introduction, to represent the occupied HF man-

ifold CRYSCOR uses Wannier functions (WF) generated by CRYSTAL;40 these are

well-localized, symmetry-adapted, mutually orthogonal, translationally repeated func-

tions. Conventionally, only correlations between the valence electrons are considered

according to the commonly used “ frozen core” approximation. The virtual manifold

is described by the nonorthogonal set of projected atomic orbitals (PAOs), obtained

by projecting individual AOs out from the occupied subspace. Translational and point

symmetry are fully exploited by the codesat all levels. Parameters for the HF calcula-

tionsare asdescribed in our previouswork,31 with CRYSTAL tolerances ITOL1-3 set

to 7 and ITOL4-5 set to 15 and 50, respectively.

Thetotal LMP2 energy ELMP2 can bewritten asasum of pair energiesELMP2
i j , each

corresponding to 2-electron excitations from the given i j-pair of WFs. Translational

symmetry allows us to impose the first WF (i) to belong to the reference unit cell.

For a given i j-pair the local-correlation Ansatz restricts the virtual space, allowing

excitations only to the PAOs in the pair-domain, i.e. those, spatially close to at least

one of the WFs in the pair. This leads to the linear scaling of the LMP2 method with

cell size. In the present work the local excitation domains have been restricted to the

molecular units, to which thecorresponding Wannier functionsbelong.
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The computational setup used in this work is the one carefully tuned on CO2 and

NH3 crystals.31 The basis set used is the p-aug-TZVPP, that is Ahlrichs’ triple-zeta

quality set41,42 with adoubleset of polarization functions, augmented with diffusepo-

larization functions (d- and f- for C, N and O atoms, p- and d- for H atoms) from the

correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVTZ by Dunning.43,44 The dual basis set technique45

has been used in all the calculations. This technique implies evaluation the HF ref-

erence with a smaller basis, while the subsequent calculation of the LMP2 correlation

energy employsthevirtual spacerepresented in alarger basis. Thecorrection to theHF

energy is evaluated using thecontribution of first-order singles in the larger basis.20,32

Such a scheme allowed us to introduce diffuse polarization functions, which are vital

for an accurate description of the weak binding, but would normally cause linear de-

pendency and/or numerical instability problems in the HF calculation. In the case of

formic acid also themost diffused function (p for H atoms) of theTZPPset havebeen

introduced via this technique. One has to be careful, though, since in order to ensure

the reliability of the perturbative approach to the singles contribution, the two basis

sets should not differ too much, or alternatively the HF energy with the smaller basis

should be reasonably close to the basisset limit.

The larger calculation, that is Formic Acid, has been possible thanks to the newly

developed parallel version of CRYSCOR,46 which allows to distribute the computa-

tional burden onto several machines. To quantify the cost of a typical calculation,

on an intel Xeon 64 bit machine, the LMP2 part of the simplest calculations (NH3,

CO2) requiresapproximately 2 days on a single processor, while the most demanding

(Formic Acid) lasted 3 daysrunning on 4 CPUs

2.3 The Spin Component Scaling

In recent years much attention has been raised by the proposal by Grimme,34 to cor-

rect some well known bad behavior of the MP2 method by scaling the singlet and

triplet spin components of the MP2 energy, which are equally balanced in the con-

ventional formulation. As clearly exposed by Grimme, the Spin Component Scaling

(SCS) approach by no meanscan beregarded asan ab initio wavefunction method, yet
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it holds several of the nice features of MP2, like size consistency, and is invariant to

unitary transformationswithin the occupied and virtual orbitals, thus being applicable

to Local-MP2 methods. Despite the success the SCS approach for some systems47,48

and recent attempts49 to shed some light on the fundamental reasons for this some-

what surprising improvement of the results, still the predictive power of these scheme

isunclear.

A number of similar scaling schemes with different values for the two factors fol-

lowed theoriginal Grimme’sproposal. Someof thesemethodsconsider only thetriplet

term (Same Spin Scaling, SSS), or conversely only the singlet term (Spin Opposite

Scaling, SOS) alone. Head-Gordon and coworkers35 have shown that the previously

used scaling factors generally fail to correctly describe intermolecular interactions,

proposing a further reparametrized values for the scaling factors: SCS(MI), SOS(MI),

and SSS(MI) schemes. Having no intention to clarify this situation, in section 3.1 we

show how theSCS and SCS(MI) affect the resultsof our LMP2 periodic calculations.

Here, weproposeanew and simpleway of scaling thespin componentsfor molec-

ular crystals, based on a separation between intra- and inter-molecular contributions.

It has been suggested in ref. 35, that SCS original scaling factors are good for co-

valent bonds and intramolecular interactions, while reverse factors have to be used to

describe the interactionsbetween molecules. Within the local method we can discrim-

inate between the contributions to the LMP2 energy coming from intra-molecular and

inter-molecular WF pairs. ThustheGrimme’soriginal scaling factorscan beapplied to

the short range interactions, while leaving the contributionsunscaled for the mid- and

long-range contributions to the energy. We refer to this scaling scheme as Mol-SCS,

since thescaling appliesonly to WF pairswithin thesamemolecule. It isconceptually

similar to the MOS method50 but is very easy to implement and does not introduce

new parameters.

2.4 The D* empirical dispersion term for B3LYP

Our LMP2 results are also compared with those obtained with a completely differ-

ent, semi-empirical approachrecently introduced in CRYSTAL.7 Thisapproach, called
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B3LYP-D∗, uses a damped pairwise empirical potential 37,38 of the form − f (R)C6/R6

to include long-range dispersion contributions to the computed DFT total energy and

gradientsat theB3LYPlevel of theory:

EB3LYP−D∗ = EB3LYP + ED∗ . (1)

Empirical parameters, (i.e.Van der Waals radii and atomic C6 coefficients) were taken

from Table 1 of Ref. 38. The original Grimme model has been modified by rescaling

Van der Waals radii in the damping function, instead of the whole contribution, thus

yielding theD* empirical term specifically tuned for molecular crystals. Theproposed

scaling factorsweredetermined from amanual proceduretrying to find thebest agree-

ment between computed and experimental cohesive energies on a set of 14 molecular

crystals including all thosestudied in thiswork but Ice. For moredetails see ref. 7.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Cohesive Energies

Table 2 compiles the computed cohesive energy for the studied molecular crystals ob-

tained with thedifferent methods.

Thecohesiveenergy Ecoh is given by theexpression:

Ecoh = Ebulk/Z−E [gas]
mol , (2)

whereZ is thenumber of molecular units in theunit cell (reported in table1), and Ebulk

and E [gas]
mol arethetotal LMP2 energiesof thebulk system (per cell) and themolecule in

thegas-phasegeometry, respectively.

Since finite basis sets are used in the calculations, the basis set superposition er-

ror (BSSE) might generate artificial binding due to the inconsistency between the the

bases in the molecular and bulk calculations. The standard standard Boys-Bernardi

counterpoisemethod51 hasbeen used, at all levels (HF, LMP2, B3LYP-D∗).
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In all the studied cases the BSSE correction is quite small, that is about 7-10%

of the uncorrected cohesive energy. Computed cohesiveenergieswere compared with

lattice energies estimated from experimental sublimation energies52 by adding a con-

stant contribution of 2RT53 (i.e. −∆E = ∆H0
sub(T )+ 2RT ) to approximate the zero-

point energy and thermal correctionsto 298 K. From our experiencethissimpleway of

taking into account the thermodynamical correctionsto the interaction energy in many

casesprovidesareasonableestimate. However wepoint out that within thescaleof the

relatively small interaction energies, the roughnessof this approach, can hinder a firm

assignment of the theoretical and experimental data. We can quantify the error bar on

theexperimental cohesiveenergies in±4 kJ/mol.7

From table 2 it is seen that the LMP2 method performs well, in all cases pro-

viding a good agreement with the experimental results, with cohesive energies being

systematically underestimated. The largest absoluteerror is seen in thecaseof Carbon

dioxide crystal; we have already shown that this behavior is due to a critical basis set

dependence.31 Probably thesamebasisset effect isbehind themissing 3 kJ/mol in the

binding of C2H2. Other errors in thecohesiveenergy can begenerally attributed to the

deficienciesof theLMP2 method itself.

SCS with original scaling factors generally performs more poorly with respect to

LMP2 results. Interestingly, for NH3, H2O and Formic acid this result isclearly in line

with calculationson molecular dimers.35,48 In all casesSCS(MI) givesbetter cohesive

energies than LMP2, or at least not worse. This also agreeswith results for molecular

dimers. It appears that the behavior of SCS-methods in crystals is rather similar to

the molecular dimer case, and thusno further specific reparametrization of the scaling

factorsshould berequired for theperiodic calculations. Comparing LMP2 and thepro-

posed Mol-SCS, the latter ison averagecloser to theexperimental estimate, improving

the result of the most critical systems, like carbon dioxide and formic acid. Overall,

LMP2 SCS(MI) and Mol-SCS give results rather similar to each other, with devia-

tionsfrom experiment well within theerror bar of theestimated experimental cohesive

energies. In any case, they aresignificantly better than theoriginal SCS scheme.

Considering the B3LYP-D∗ results it can be seen that it is generally not substan-
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tially worse than LMP2, which isalthough not surprising, since theparametrization of

the empirical correction D∗ involved these same systems. However for the Acetylene

and CO2 crystals, where the dispersive interaction is the dominant source of binding,

theLMP2 isclearly outperformingB3LYP-D∗. In thosesystemswherehydrogenbond-

ing is dominating, B3LYP-D∗ generally performs better, but so does also the LMP2

and the results of the two in such cases are comparable. The ability of the B3LYP-D∗

schemeto treat H-bonded systemsrelatively accurately also allows it to provideagood

result for Ice XI, which in fact has not been included in the original set for the D∗

parametrization.

3.2 Partition of the LMP2 energy

As discussed in section 2.2, the LMP2 energy can be decomposed as a sum of pair

energies, that is a sum of contributions from each pair of localized orbitals. This al-

lows for a separation of contributions to ECP
coh coming from two orbitals located on the

samemolecule(intra-molecular energy) or on two different molecules(inter-molecular

energy).54,55 The first can be compared to the energy of the isolated molecule: this

gives us information on how much the single molecule is destabilized in terms of its

electronic correlation, as a consequence of the crystalline packing. The second con-

tribution describes the correlation between electrons, belonging to different molecular

units within the crystal. It is always attractive and forms the driving force for the Van

der Waalsbinding. In figure1 wehavereported thetwo contributionsto thecorrelation

part of cohesiveenergy of studied compounds. It isshown that theabsolutemagnitudes

of these contributions are considerably large. Part of the repulsive effect observed is

dueto structural effects, connected to thedeformation of themolecule in thebulk with

respect to the gas phase geometry. This contribution is very small at the LMP2 level

and is reported in figure for thesakeof completeness.

Let us consider the particular case of Formic Acid in more detail. The crystalline

structure of this bulk crystal, depicted in fig. 3 is made by infinite hydrogen-bonded

chains that mutually interact through dipole-dipole and weak dispersive forces. By

partitioning these LMP2 contributions, we are able to distinguish in our calculation
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the intra-chain from the inter-chain binding contribution: the inter-chain contribution

is -23.7 kJ/mol, the intra-chain binding thus results in -37.4 kJ/mol. Note that this

last value still includes the HF binding energy of the full bulk crystal, that is -22.8

kJ/mol, which cannot be partitioned. It is reasonable to suppose that, at the HF level,

the inter-chain contribution is repulsive, as it isat theDFT level.33 Thereforethemen-

tioned value of -37.4 kJ/mol contains this positive contribution, which translates to

a somewhat (a few kJ/mol) higher intra-chain binding. Interestingly, a pure B3LYP

calculation givesa cohesiveenergy of 31.5 kJ/mol, rather close to the estimated intra-

chain binding, thus confirming the role of dispersive interactions. The LMP2 can be

compared with the formation energy of the chain, obtained by Hirata,10 who modeled

solid Formic acid as a one-dimensional periodic polymer embedded in a field of point

charges. The attractivedispersion and the HF-repulsiveeffectswithin this model have

been hence completely neglected. However, reported result for an MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ

quality calculation was46 kJ/mol, which fits quitewell in thispicture.

3.3 Long-range LMP2 intermolecular energy

In figure2 wereport theinter-molecular contribution to thebinding asafunction of the

distance between occupied orbitals (that is Wannier functions). This picture provides

information on how the long-range effects of the correlation energy and dispersive

effects behave in chemically and physically different molecular crystals. In all the

studied systems, ranging from ahighly hydrogen-bonded(Ice) to apurely dispersively

bound (CO2) solid, the long range effects give a relevant contribution. For Ice XI, the

significant portion (90%) of the cohesive energy lies in the mid-range, that is within

4 Å. It has already been shown by one of us39 that this range is also decisive for the

relativestability among different phasesof Ice. On theother hand, CO2 crystal appears

to have a large portion (∼30%) of its cohesive energy lying beyond 4 Å. Taking as

a reference 99% of the cohesive energy (marked by a dotted line in figure), we see

that this is reached at 7.5Å by H2O crystal, while CO2 reaches it only at 10 Å. Formic

acid and NH3 havean intermediatebehavior with respect to theH2O and CO2 crystals,

whileC2H2 hasabehavior very similar to CO2, and hasnot been reported in figurefor
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clarity.

In afurther analysis, thepartitioning of thepost-HF local correlation energy allows

us to directly compare the dispersive contributions to the cohesive energy, evaluated

as the LMP2 energy beyond 4 Å, and through the D∗ empirical term. Figure 4 shows

the comparison between the two approaches. While the choice to consider the LMP2

contribution from 4 Å is arbitrary, and thus the change in this distance can slightly

shift the points in this plot to the left or to the right, a correspondence between the

two quantitiesclearly exists. This interesting result opens thepossibility to exploit the

LMP2 ab initio results for parametrizing empirical models. In particular theatomic C6

parameter employed in the empirical dispersion term might be obtained directly from

periodic calculations, rather than on molecular adducts.

4 Conclusions and Prospects

In thiswork wehaveshown that theperiodic Local-MP2 approach implemented in the

CRYSCOR program can be efficiently applied to the study of molecular crystals. The

capabilitiesof this new computational tool havebeen tested on a small but representa-

tive set of systems, and some featuresmade availableby the local approach have been

exploited for a fineanalysisof thebinding effects in weakly bound systems.

The post-HF ab-initio LMP2 approach implemented in CRYSCOR has been com-

pared to the B3LYP method augmented with an additional empirical dispersion term

(D∗). While the latter iseasier and cost-effective, mainly dueto the faster convergence

of the resultswith respect to the basis set quality, the LMP2 is a full ab initio method,

which provides robust and consistent results throughout the studied set. It therefore

can also be a relatively good benchmark, useful for parametrizing different models,

when the experimental data is lacking or not conclusive, or when simple semiempir-

ical methods could fail. Spin Component Scaling of the LMP2 energy allows for an

improvement of the results if applied only to intramolecular contributions (Mol-SCS)

or with reparametrized factors (SCS(MI)), but not with original scalings. In perspec-

tive, a possible continuation of the present work will be the extension of such studies
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to other similar systems. In this respect, aromatic compounds (benzene, naphtalene)

would beof particular interest, even if it isexpected that LMP2 could overestimatethe

intermolecular interactions. TheLMP2 method could bealso very effectivein theeval-

uation of the relative stability of different crystalline phases, which is of great interest

in the crystallineengineering.

To improvethequality of theCRYSCOR resultsthepossibility to performafull ge-

ometry optimizationat theLMP2 level is thenext sensiblestep, and work is in progress

in that direction. Parallelization of the code is also in progress, which will allow the

program to become a more routinely usable tool for the study of periodic systems. A

preliminary parallel version of the code has been already used for some of the calcu-

lations presented in this work, which would be not feasible otherwise due to the large

amount of computational resources(mainly memory) required.
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Figure 1: Partition of the LMP2 correlation contribution to the cohesive energy of
the studied systems into inter- and intra- molecular energies. The total correlation
contribution is reported, as well as the effect due to deformation of the molecule with
respect to thegasphase.
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System Formula SpaceGroup ncell
mol ncell

ato nsymmops

Acetylene C2H2 Pa3 4 16 24
Carbon Dioxide CO2 Pa3 4 12 24
Ammonia NH3 P213 4 16 12
IceXI H2O Cmc21 4 12 4
Formic Acid HCOOH Pna21 4 20 4

Table 1: Information about the systems studied in this work. ncell
mol and ncell

ato are the
number of molecules and the total number of atoms per cell, respectively. nsymmops is
thenumber of symmetry operators in the spacegroup.
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Figure 2: Analysis of the LMP2 correlation contribution, represented as a percentage
of the total LMP2 cohesive energy, as a function of the distance between occupied
orbitals. A dotted linemarks the99% of the total contribution.
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System LMP2 SCS SCS(MI) Mol-SCS B3LYP-D* Exp.
Ecoh ∆ Ecoh ∆ Ecoh ∆ Ecoh ∆ Ecoh ∆

Acetylene -25.7 -2.8 -19.5 -9.0 -26.1 -2.4 -25.7 -2.8 -20.2 -8.3 -28.5
Carbon Dioxide -25.1 -6.0 -18.4 -12.7 -26.7 -4.4 -26.2 -4.9 -23.1 -8.0 -31.1
Ammonia -35.3 -1.0 -27.7 -8.6 -35.4 -0.9 -34.8 -1.5 -35.2 -1.1 -36.3
IceXI -57.2 -2.0 -50.2 -9.0 -59.0 -0.2 -56.3 -2.9 -60.1 0.9 -59.2
Formic Acid -61.1 -3.9 -50.4 -14.6 -62.6 -2.4 -63.9 -1.1 -61.3 -3.7 -65.0

MAD1 3.1 9.5 2.1 2.6 4.4
Max2 -6.0 -14.6 -4.4 -4.9 -8.3

Table 2: Cohesive energies (in kJ/mol) of the studied systems. p-aug-TZPP basis set has been used for all LMP2 and SCS calculations, while
B3LYP-D∗ resultshavebeen obtained with the TZPPbasisset. ∆ is the deviation from the experimental value.

aMean Absolute Deviation
bMaximum error
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(a) 100 view (b) 001 view

Figure3: (color online) Two viewsof thecrystallinestructureof Formic acid
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Figure 4: Comparison between the long-range contribution to the binding energy ob-
tained at the LMP2 level as the sum of contributions more distant than 4 Å(x axis)
and the D* empirical term (y axis). The y=x line of ideal correlation is drawn as a
reference.
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